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Materia Condensada C-III, Universidad Auto´noma de Madrid, Madrid, SpainABSTRACT Motor proteins of the kinesin family move actively along microtubules to transport cargo within cells. How exactly
a single motor proceeds on the 13 narrow lanes or protofilaments of a microtubule has not been visualized directly, and there
persists controversy on the relative position of the two kinesin heads in different nucleotide states. We have succeeded in
imaging Kinesin-1 dimers immobilized on microtubules with single-head resolution by atomic force microscopy. Moreover, we
could catch glimpses of single Kinesin-1 dimers in their motion along microtubules with nanometer resolution. We find in our
experiments that frequently both heads of one dimer are microtubule-bound at submicromolar ATP concentrations. Further-
more, we could unambiguously resolve that both heads bind to the same protofilament, instead of straddling two, and remain
on this track during processive movement.INTRODUCTIONKinesin-1 motor proteins are involved in intracellular trans-
port along microtubules (MTs) in most eukaryotic cells and
have been widely studied as prototypical mechanoenzymes
(1–3). Kinesin-1 motors are homodimers and can move for
hundreds of nanometers parallel to the axis of a MT, taking
an 8 nm step for each ATP molecule hydrolyzed (4–7). MTs
(hollow cylinders of ~25 nm diameter) in cells consist of 13
protofilaments which, in turn, are made of head-to-tail poly-
merized heterodimers of a/b tubulin (each ~4 nm diameter).
Each Kinesin-1 monomer consists of a (~5 nm diameter)
head domain, containing the MT binding site and the aden-
osine 50-triphosphate (ATP) binding pocket, followed by an
extended a-helical stalk enabling dimerization to the func-
tional form (8). Kinesin head domains bind to the tubulin
dimers and interact with both subunits (9). It is well estab-
lished that the heads alternate in binding successive tubulin
dimers in an asymmetric hand-over-hand mechanism during
processive motion (10–12). Most evidence points to one
unbound head when the motor waits for the next ATP mole-
cule in the ATP waiting state (13–15). Experiments in which
the position of a single fluorescently labeled head was
followed (16,17) indicate, somewhat in contradiction, that
both heads are 8 nm apart while waiting for ATP at low
ATP concentration. At high ATP, when the ATP waiting
state is not rate limiting, evidence quite definitely points
to a two-head-bound state (15,17–19).
Models of motor motion have assumed tracking on either
a single protofilament or on two neighboring protofilaments
(20). Direct visualization of motion using light microscopy
has been elusive because of the difficulty to achieve nano-
meter-spatial resolution for both heads at the same time.Submitted October 22, 2010, and accepted for publication April 5, 2011.
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along one protofilament from helical reconstructions of
(static) electron microscopy images of tightly decorated
MTs (21) and from fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) experiments (15). Further evidence came from an
analysis of the step size distribution in optical tweezers
experiments which did not reveal an alternating step size
(22). Moving on parallel protofilaments might entail alter-
nating steps, but, given that the hand-over-hand mechanism
is asymmetric, the finding does not strictly exclude a dual
protofilament trajectory.
A technique with which one can perform, in principle,
dynamic imaging at atomic resolution, is atomic force
microscopy (AFM). AFM can achieve true atomic resolu-
tion on hard surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum (23), and even
in liquids (24). The mechanical softness of proteins limits
resolution (25) and makes samples susceptible to mechan-
ical damage. Immobilized proteins immersed in solution
can, however, still be imaged with nanometer resolution
(26). Ando et al. have pioneered high-speed (sub-second)
AFM imaging of biological samples in liquid and have
visualized the dynamics of myosin motor proteins (27,28).
We previously found that protofilaments and individual
monomers of tubulin could be resolved by AFM if the tip
force was limited to <100 pN (29). To visualize individual
kinesin motors on MTs, we have operated the AFM in
dynamic mode using small cantilevers with an average
scan force of 20 pN while maintaining single-protein
resolution at sub-minute frame rates.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample preparation
MTs, prepared as described in (29), were diluted to 7.5 mg/mL in PEM80
buffer (80 mM Pipes, pH 6.9, 1 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2,) containingdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.04.015
Kinesin with AFM 24518 mM taxol (all chemicals from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Buffers
were cleaned by ultracentrifugation for 1 h at 120,000  g. To attach the
negatively charged MTs to a substrate, clean glass coverslips were silanized
with positively charged trimethoxysilylpropyl-diethylenetriamine (29). A
20 mL drop of MT solution was incubated on a coverslip for 10 min. To
prevent nonspecific binding of kinesin to the surface, we washed the sample
with 20 mg/mL casein in PEM80 including taxol. Before imaging, another
20 mL PEM80 including taxol were added to prewet the cantilever, resulting
in a total sample volume of ~40 mL.
Kinesin was then added at a 1:20 to 1:3molar ratio to tubulin dimers in the
presence of ~15 mM nonhydrolyzable ATP analog adenosine 50-(b,g-imido)
triphospate (AMP-PNP). For most single-kinesin motility assays the
AMP-PNP was washed out by rinsing the sample 5 times with 40 mL
PEM80 buffer including taxol and 0.5–2 mM ATP. Some experiments were
performed without ever adding AMP-PNP (including Fig. 3, A–D), see
also Fig. S3 in the Supporting Material for more details. All experiments
were performed at room temperature.
We tested several dimeric kinesin constructs for imaging and found that
truncated motors gave the best results, most likely because the long stalks in
full-length motors tend to obscure the images of bound heads. Here, we
used Neurospora crassa kinesin truncated at amino acid 433 (NcKin433)
(a kind gift from Gu¨nther Wo¨hlke, Technical University Munich, Garching,
Germany), a member of the Kinesin-1 family (30). This construct has been
shown to form dimers and maintain processivity (31). Kinesin was prepared
as described in (31). Although NcKin moves about three times faster than
human Kinesin-1 at saturating levels of ATP, its Michaelis-Menten constant
for ATP hydrolysis is ~10 higher (Km ~0.2 mM ATP) than that of human
Kinesin-1 (32). This allowed us to run NcKin at low speed for imaging
in mM concentrations of ATP.Tip-sample dilation simulation
The model of the MT in Fig. 1 was created using an extrusion of the axial
projection of the electron-density map of MTs (kindly provided by K. Down-
ing, Life Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berke-
ley, California), (see also (33)). Kinesin heads were modeled as 4 nm spheres
placed on top of protofilaments. The tip-sample dilation simulation was
performed with a parabolic tip (z ¼ x2=2r) (34). For the radius r we chose
15 nm as this best reproduced the measured 70 nm average width of the MTs.FIGURE 1 Simulation of the tip-sample dilation occurring in imaging
a MT decorated with kinesin. The left image shows a MTwith 25 nm diam-
eter and 13 protofilaments. The MT is decorated with kinesin motors in
different orientations, with either both heads bound to two parallel protofi-
laments, along one protofilament, or with just one single head bound. The
right image shows the dilation caused by scanning with a 15 nm parabolic
tip. The lateral dimensions get exaggerated by the tip-sample dilation, but
the heads remain clearly visible and their axial spacing is not affected.AFM
The AFM (Dulcinea, Nanotec, Madrid, Spain) was operated in buffer at
room temperature with BL150 cantilevers (30  60 mm, 0.03 N/m,
Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The cantilevers were oscillated with an amplitude
of ~5 nm at ~7 kHz. Fast scans were run only in one direction (trace). To
minimize the tip-sample interaction, the tip was elevated from the surface
during the retrace. The maximal scan speed was 4 mm/s. This allowed us
to decrease the acquisition time to 3 s for a 156 nm  156 nm area scanned
with 64 scan lines. Most images were recorded at lower scan rates and with
128 scan lines to obtain higher resolution.
Within a recorded movie the slow scan direction was always in the same
direction. The waiting time between sequential images was less then 0.5 s.
The frame acquisition time for the movies we recorded in the presence of
ATP varied between 10 and 100 s, with 77% between 10 and 33 s. The
movies shown in the Supporting Material were recorded on 8 different
samples, each time using fresh buffers and a new cantilever. On average
one movie consisted of 19 frames (Table 1).
From the deflection versus time curves, we estimated that the tip was in
contact with the sample for ~10% of the cycle (35). At an estimated
maximum force of 50 pN, this gives an average loading rate >1 mN/s.
From the average deflection of the cantilever during scanning, we estimated
an average scan force of 20 pN. To estimate the total contact time per frame
between the tip and the kinesin dimer, we measured that a kinesin dimer
occupied ~400 nm2 in a scan (1.6% of a 156 nm  156 nm ¼ 24,000 nm2
scan). After multiplying with the 10% contact time per cycle, we concluded
that the tip is in actual contact with the kinesin dimer during < 0.2% of the
acquisition time per frame (i.e., ~20 ms for a 10 s scan).
The AFM method we applied proved gentle enough to be able to repeat-
edly scan the same section of a MT 50–100 times before damage occurred.
Lateral drift was typically <5 nm/min during scanning. Background
features were used as fiduciary marks to correct for lateral drift in the re-
corded images by maximizing the cross correlation between frames. All
image processing was performed with WSxM software (Nanotec) (36).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
AFM can resolve single kinesin motors
bound to the MT
Two main concerns arise when AFM is used to map the
topography of fragile biological molecules. First, because
the radius of the tip (~15 nm) is typically comparable to the
dimensions of the molecule, the image will be affected by
the tip shape (34). Second, the tip mechanically touches the
sample during scanning, which could result in deformation,
displacement, or even destruction of the scanned object. To
predict the effects of the tip-sample dilation, we created
a 3D structure of a MT with kinesins bound in the different
possible orientations (Fig. 1, left). We then simulated theTABLE 1 Motor statistics in AFM movies performed in the
presence of ATP
MTs imaged 13
Movies recorded 23
Frames recorded 441
Kinesin motors imaged 1061
Average number of motors per frame 2.41
Number of motors appearing 63
Average rate of motors appearing, per frame (lapp) 0.168
Number of motors disappearing 103
Average rate of motors disappearing, per frame (ldis) 0.102
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FIGURE 2 Individual kinesin motors immobilized on MTs in the pres-
ence of 15 mM AMP-PNP. Both images are 3D-rendered. (A) Intermediate
kinesin concentration (<1 motor/tubulin dimer). Individual motors could be
2452 Schaap et al.scanning of the MTwith a 15 nm radius parabolic tip. Fig. 1,
right shows the resulting dilated image. The lateral dimen-
sions are exaggerated by the tip. The apparent width of the
microtubule of 70 nm is comparable to the widths we found
in the experiments. Height and spacing of the two kinesin
heads, in contrast, are faithfully reproduced because the
z-direction experiences no dilation effect and the top of the
MT is flat. This allows us to distinguish clearly the different
binding scenarios for a double-headed kinesin molecule as
described below. Because the AFM tip exerts force on the
MT-motor complexes, it is crucial to explore how much
this affects the sample. The effect is expected to depend on
direction and magnitude as well as duration and rate of force
application. From previous work we know that MTs get irre-
versibly deformed at forces exceeding 0.3 nN (33). In optical
trapping experiments, forces around 10 pN, applied parallel
to the MT axis, were necessary to pull kinesins off the MT
at loading rates of 2–18 pN/s (37). We believe that this
does not occur in our experiments. Although the forces
applied in AFM are higher than 10 pN, they are directed
toward the MT. Furthermore, we used three orders of magni-
tude higher loading rates (on the order of mN/s, see Materials
andMethods). The probability of release is inversely propor-
tional to the loading rate (38), and we therefore expect
a substantially higher unbinding force for the kinesin-MT
complex at the loading rates we used.
To test if we could actually image kinesin at sufficient reso-
lution without removing it from the MT, we immobilized
MTs on a silanized glass surface (29) and blocked the nonspe-
cific binding of kinesin to the surfacewith casein proteins.We
then added truncated N. crassa kinesin-1 (NcKin433), at
a ratio 1 motor per 3–20 tubulin dimers in the presence of
AMP-PNP. We tried two different scan modes, jumping and
dynamic mode. In jumping mode, where for each pixel
a high-speed force-distance curve is performed at a rate of
~250 Hz and the cantilever deflection is used as a feedback
signal (29,39), we could resolve individual motors on top of
theMTs. In dynamic mode, where the tip is oscillated around
7 kHz and the amplitude is used as a feedback signal, we
obtained comparable resolution, and we could scan motor-
decoratedMTs up to 10 timeswithout removing or displacing
any kinesins. This indicates that the tip force was not suffi-
cient to tear off AMP-PNP-bound kinesins. We chose to use
dynamic mode for the following experiments because this
allowed us higher frame rates than jumping mode. Fig. S1
shows threeMTs, eachwith a height of 25 nm. Protofilaments
arewell resolved as lines parallel to theMTaxis. The kinesins
are visible as blobs bound to the MTs, although the orienta-
tion of the heads cannot be resolved at this resolution.clearly distinguished. Heads always appeared in pairs, aligned parallel to
the MT axis. (B) Low kinesin concentration (<1 motor/10 tubulin dimers).
Isolated motors could be seen. Both heads were bound to the same protofila-
ment. (Upper inset) Averaged axial profile of 17 kinesin molecules,
interhead spacing: 8 nm, height: 3.0 nm. (Lower inset) Laplacian filtered
image of another kinesin molecule showing clearly the two heads and
a ~10 nm long structure that might represent the stalk.Kinesin binds with both heads on a single
protofilament in the presence of AMP-PNP
To determine the binding mode of individual kinesin motors
on the MT, we increased the resolution of our scans byBiophysical Journal 100(10) 2450–2456imaging only small portions (150 nm  150 nm with
~1 pixel/nm) of several MTs decorated sparsely with kinesin
motors in the AMP-PNP state such that isolated kinesin
dimers could be identified (Fig. 2 A). We imaged 60 isolated
motors with both heads bound with 8 nm distance from head
to head along single protofilaments. We also observed four
single heads, but we did not see, in any image, a pair of
heads that were bound on two neighboring protofilaments.
Fig. 2 B shows an individual motor, with both heads bound
to one protofilament. Binding with both heads in the pres-
ence of AMP-PNP is in agreement with the finding that
the unbinding force of a kinesin dimer is doubled in the
Kinesin with AFM 2453presence of AMP-PNP, compared to the nucleotide-free or
the AMP-PNP þ ADP state (37). The average height of
individual motors, such as shown in Fig. 2, was 3.0 nm
(n ¼ 17), slightly less than the 4.5 nm we have measured
in an earlier study on fully decorated MTs (40). The small
discrepancy might be due to the absence of a lattice of
neighboring motors, which is likely to screen individual
motors from lateral forces applied by the AFM tip. This
explanation is also supported by the reduced apparent width
of the motors as compared to the simulation in Fig. 1. This
effect is likely to occur when a slightly flexible object gets
pushed aside when the tip impacts off center. In three images
of two different pairs of heads we could even resolve
~10 nm long extensions extending laterally from the heads
that might represent the short stalk of ~1 nm diameter ex-
pected for NcKin433 (Fig. 2 B, inset). The images show
that single dimers of kinesin, bound in the AMP-PNP state,
can be imaged with good contrast with our AFM method.
We conclude that in this state both heads bind 8 nm apart
to the same protofilament.FIGURE 3 Single kinesin motors moving along a MT. (Movies S1 and
S2). (A–D) Four frames (30 s acquisition time per frame) of a movie:
This was the only movie in which we observed two kinesin motors moving;
see Fig S2 for a top-view rendering. The average speed was 3 nm/s at
0.5 mMATP. (A) Two kinesin dimers, indicated by arrows. (B) Both motors
have proceeded (only the last head is still visible of the leading dimer).
(C) The second kinesin has proceeded further. (D) The second kinesin
has also disappeared. (E and F) Two frames from another sample show
a displacement of 16 nm. The two kinesin heads are clearly visible. Fidu-
ciary marks on the background were used to correct for drift. The position
of the arrow is fixed in both frames with respect to the fiduciary marks.Kinesin moves with both heads along a single
protofilament in the presence of ATP
The question remains if kinesin dimers also track along
a single protofilament while they move. Using the distinctive
capability of AFM to image a dynamic system in buffer, we
prepared samples like the ones for Fig. 2, but now with
0.5–2mMofATP. Formost samples (including the one shown
in Fig. 3, E and F) we initially added low concentrations of
AMP-PNP, which we washed out when adding ATP, to
increase the chance to find single motors bound to a MT at
the beginning of the experiment. The sequence of frames in
Fig. 3 shows the motility of three motors in two samples
(see also Movies S1, S2, and S3). In each frame both heads
were bound to a single protofilament. In the subsequent
frames the motors had moved unidirectionally, but stayed on
the same protofilament. In total, we observed 20 isolated kine-
sin dimers that proceeded along a single protofilament; we
found 14 1-step, four 2-step, and two 3-step events. The topo-
graphical profiles along the protofilament axis produced for all
images bracketing the in total 28 individual steps are shown in
Fig. S3. The profiles show that the two heads are inmost cases
well resolved. For an additional six kinesins we also observed
a lateral displacement to a different protofilament.
We conclude that NcKin433 preferably tracks along a
single protofilament, although side-stepping did occur
with a probability of 6/(28 þ 6) z 0.18. Lateral displace-
ments were also observed by 2D tracking of fluorescently
labeled motors (41). In this work, Yildiz et al. (41) found,
in remarkable agreement, that for human kinesin-1 the
probability for side-stepping was 0.13. In the presence of
AMP-PNP, we never found a motor bound with its heads
on two neighboring protofilaments simultaneously. The
speeds we found in the different experiments ranged from2 to 9 nm/s, and were consistent with the velocity versus
ATP-concentration curve of NcKin (32), with the variation
explained mainly by the stochastic timing of steps at
limiting concentrations of ATP (6).
It appears likely, at the given low motor concentration,
that what we observed was in most cases one and the
same motor in the successive video frames. Another possi-
bility is, however, that one motor unbound and a new motor
happened to land in a neighboring position. We controlled
against this possibility by analyzing the statistics of the
events. Binding of a second motor on the same protofila-
ment within a few binding sites in a subsequent frame has
a probability that we can estimate from the overall number
of observed motor appearances and the total number of
binding sites we could monitor. Binding of a third, fourth,
etc., motor in the following frames, again on the same pro-
tofilament and in the same direction, becomes exponentially
unlikely. We thus evaluated all 441 frames of the movies we
acquired during the experiments in which we found motility.
The average number of motors per frame was 2.4 (see TableBiophysical Journal 100(10) 2450–2456
FIGURE 4 Aligned topographical profiles (parallel to the protofilament
axis) of moving kinesin dimers, showing the 8 nm periodicity of the
resting positions. (A) Displacements found for the 20 isolated moving
kinesin dimers, recorded with different samples. Each event comprised
2 to 4 frames. Each curve represents a profile taken along the protofilament
with kinesin bound. The position of the profiles from a single movie was
referenced to fiduciary marks in the background to correct for drift. The
x axis shows the axial displacement of the respective kinesin compared to
the first or any of the previous frames. Most displacement distances were
observed more than once, in which case the curves were averaged. Curves
are plotted with a vertical offset for clarity. (B) Average of all profiles after
subtracting the respective multiple of 8 nm. The heads, both bound to the
MT and spaced 8 nm apart, can be clearly distinguished.
2454 Schaap et al.1 for details). We counted 63 motors that newly appeared in
a frame due to landing or walking into the field of view (rate
of appearance: lapp ¼ 0.17 per frame), and 103 motors that
disappeared in a frame due to detachment or motility (rate of
disappearance ldis ¼ 0.10 per frame per motor). Frames
were 156 nm  156 nm in size and typically showed diag-
onally oriented microtubules with a length of ~180 nm.
Typically, we could only resolve fine structure and bound
motors on the top three protofilaments. With an average
motor velocity on the order of several nm/s and frame-
acquisition times of around 30 s, motors can perform several
8 nm steps from frame to frame. We thus counted as poten-
tial motility events all those events during which a motor
was repeatedly imaged on the same protofilament, but
away from the first appearance site. For multiple-step
events, movement had to be consistently in the same direc-
tion. To estimate the expected number of false motility
events from random rebinding, given the average rates we
determined, we assume that appearance and disappearance
of motors are independent of each other and follow Poisson
statistics (see Supporting Material for details).
In Table 2 we compare the numbers of actually observed
events with the average numbers expected and give the
probability of obtaining at least the observed numbers
from random rebinding. The small probabilities listed in
Table 2 show that the random rebinding scenario is very
unlikely as an explanation for our observations. Additional
evidence comes from the fact that on all six MTs on which
we observed multiple events, the direction of motion
between successive frames was always the same. Thus, it
is most likely that our recordings, including Movies S1,
S2, and S3, largely show individual moving kinesin motors.
Due to the relatively slow rate of recording movie frames,
we, of course, may miss steps in the motor motion. Never-
theless, to obtain an idea of the fidelity with which the
motors track the protofilaments over longer distances, we
have plotted the axial height profiles of all motor dimers
observed in a row of consecutive frames (Fig. S3), refer-
enced to the respective first image. The displacements
clearly fall on an 8 nm grid (Fig. 4), consistent with the
tubulin dimer periodicity (7,42). Motors were thus predom-
inantly captured at resting positions spaced multiples ofTABLE 2 Probability analysis to control against false events
Steps Events expected Events observed Probability
1 4.9 28 1*1012
2 1.2*102 8 1*1020
3 3.1*105 2 5*1010
Expected numbers of 1-, 2-, 3-step false motility events l1, l2, l3, (second
column), actually observed events (third column), and the cumulative
probabilities to obtain the respective number of observations or more
from a Poissonian process of detachment/attachment with the given average
rates (fourth column). For the numbers of observed events we also counted
each 2-step event as two 1-step events, and each 3-step event as two 2-step
and three 1-step events.
Biophysical Journal 100(10) 2450–24568 nm apart on the same protofilament. The maximal run
length of 96 nm observed was limited by the scanned area
and the frame rate rather than by the intrinsic run length
of the motor. As an alternative and more rapid approach to
observe motor dynamics, we performed consecutive line
scans across the MT. The spatial resolution along one axis
is sacrificed for increased temporal resolution. These
recordings showed motors crossing the scan line, producing
a characteristic transient height increase of ~3 nm. Indi-
vidual heads could not be distinguished (Fig. S4).
In conclusion, we found that NcKin433 kinesin, while
moving in the presence of low ATP, could be observed
with both heads bound on the same protofilament. This
observation suggests that kinesin can spend considerable
time with both heads bound to the MT firmly enough to
withstand the forces of the AFM tip, presumably while wait-
ing for the next ATP molecule to arrive.
The waiting state of kinesin has received much recent
attention. Most studies agree that at high (mM) ATP concen-
trations, kinesin spends most of its time with both heads
bound to the MT (15,17–19). At low (mM) ATP concentra-
tions, the ATP waiting state becomes rate limiting in the
mechanochemical cycle of kinesin. Most experiments per-
formed at low ATP point to a one-head-bound ATP waiting
state (14,15,43). Single-molecule FRET experiments from
Verbrugge et al. (19) with sub-ms temporal resolution
suggest that even at high ATP during the ATP waiting state
only one head is bound and the other tethered.
Our findings seem to support a two-head-bound confor-
mation for NcKin433 kinesin in the ATP waiting state.
Such a conformation was also suggested by Yildiz et al.
Kinesin with AFM 2455(16) who tracked fluorescently labeled heads. Later work
from the same group (17) confirmed that in the waiting state
both heads are 8 nm apart but do not necessarily have to be
firmly bound to the MT. The latter was also proposed by
Asenjo and Sosa (14), who showed one head to be mobile,
but suggested it might be weakly bound to the MT. The
studies reviewed above were all performed with cysteine-
light mutants of human or Drosophila Kinesin-1. Our
experiments, on the other hand, were performed with the
fungal Kinesin-1 NcKin (31), and it may be possible that
this particular type binds more firmly with both heads to
the MT as compared to other members of the Kinesin-1
family. The interaction of both heads with the MT surface
is at least strong enough to withstand the scanning by the
AFM tip. We cannot exclude an increased mobility of one
of the heads, which might have been suppressed by the
tip-sample interaction, or that we select for motors with
both heads bound to the MT. Furthermore, it should be noted
that for most of our experiments AMP-PNP was used.
Although we washed our sample and replaced the buffer
with an ATP solution, one cannot exclude that traces of
AMP-PNP may have in some cases affected the observed
binding mode.
In conclusion,we have shown that theKinesin-1Nckin433
binds and moves along a single protofilament and can be
found with both heads spaced 8 nm apart and bound to the
MT while it waits for ATP in between steps. Our approach
opens the way to study dynamics of kinesins and other
proteins, exploring collective phenomena, traffic in crowded
conditions or around obstacles, with even more details
revealed by further increasing time resolution.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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